Introduction
Throughout this paper X denotes an infinite-dimensional complex Banach space and C{X) the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. For T <E C(X) set a(T) = dim N(T) and (3(T) = codim T(X), where
N(T)
is the kernel and T(X) the range of T. Define the generalized range of T to be the subspace
K(T) = p| T n (X). n> 1

Write
= {T € £(X): a(T) < oo, T(X) is closed} and $-(X) = {T £ £(X) : (¡(T) < oo}.
Observe that T(X) is closed if T e [5, Satz 55.4] . 
for the Fredholm region of T. It is well known that $(T) is open. a w {T) = C \ {A G $(T) : ind (T -XI) = 0}
is called the Weyl spectrum, of T. We denote by c(T), g(T) and r(T) the spectrum, the resolvent set and the spectral radius of T, respectively. The following class of operators was introduced by Crownover [2] :
T G £(X) is called a shift if a(T) = 0, j3(T) = 1 and 7Z(T) = {0}. If T is a shift and an isometry, T is called a shift isometry.
It is immediate that each shift T is a Fredholm operator with ind (T) = -1.
In [10] we have proved the following PROPOSITION 
Let T G §±(X) and TZ(T) = {0}. Then (a) T e $+(*), (b) ind (T -XI) <0 for all X G a(T) with T -XI is semi-Fredholm, (c) a(T) = aw(T) is connected.
COROLLARY. T e C(X) is a shift if and only if fi(T) = 1 and H(T) = {0}. In this case we have that o(T) = ay/{T) is connected.
P roof. If P(T) = 1 and H(T) = {0}, we have that T is semi-Fredholm, hence, by Proposition 1(a), a(T) -f3(T) = a(T) -
(a) If X = l p (1 < p < oo) then the operator T given by is a shift isometry. (b) If X is the disk algebra, the sup-norm algebra of functions / which are continuous on the disk {z G C : \z\ < 1} and holomorphic for \z\ < 1, then the operator T defined by
is a shift isometry on X.
The following considerations are due to R. M. Crownover [2] . They justify the use of the term "shift". Let T G C{X) be a shift. Then there exists some XQ G X with ||z 0 || = 1 and
Then we have x = ao(x)xo + Txi for some AO(^) G C and x\ G X. Similarly there exist AI(X) G C and x^ G X so that x\ = ai(a;)a;o + Tx2. Hence
Since N(T) = {0}, we get, by induction, unique sequences (an(x))™=0 and {xn)^=l of scalars and vectors such that n (2) x = ^afc(z)T fc z0 + r n+1 xn+1 (n>0). k=0
The coefficients ctk(x) will be called the Taylor coefficients of x and equation (2) is called the Taylor formula for x induced by the decomposition (1) .
Let Xs denote the space of sequences = {(<*"(*))£ 0 :xeX} with the norm given by ||K(aO)~ oil = MlTherefore the mapping x (a"(a;))^Lo5 which is linear and maps X onto Xs, is an isometric isomorphism. Equation (2) 
y€N(A)
Our shift operator T is injective and T(X) is closed so that T _1 : T(X) -X is bounded and 7 (r) = ||T--in-i
Let xo G X as in the decomposition (1). In [2] Crownover introduced the Banach space X © C with the norm |M/?|| = max{H,i} and the operator At '• X © C -• X by
It is easily seen that At is bijective. Crownover proved the following result ([2, Theorem 2]):
the operator T -XI is a shift on X and
(b) If x G X and (a n (x))™ =0 is the sequence of Taylor coefficients for x induced by (1) then oo ^a n (a;)A n converges for |A| < g n=o and the representation of x induced by (3) has the form oo s = ( £ a n (z)
for some y\ £ X (|A| < g).
Crownover's proof of Theorem 1 is rather involved. In what follows we shall improve Theorem 1 with a simpler proof in the following sense:
We shall see that the assertions of Theorem 1 are valid for a radius which is in general larger than g, and we shall derive a very simple representation for the Taylor coefficients for x. To this end we use the concept of relatively regular operators:
An operator A G £(X) is said to be relatively regular if ABA = A for some B G £(X). It is well known that Fredholm operators are relatively regular (see [5] ). Thus each shift on X is relatively regular. 
(X).
There is exactly one bounded linear functional / on X such that f(xo) = 1 and f(Tx) = 0 for all x G X. Finally, let the operator A T : X ® C -»• X be defined as before (with the above x 0 ).
Remarks.
(a) Since T is not invertible in £(X), the set of its left inverses is infinite. It is precisely the set {L+U(I-TL) : U G £(X)}, where L is any left inverse of T.
(b) The operator At, the value of HA^H and / depend on the choice of xq. Therefore they depend on the choice of the left inverse S. 
(b) X = [®0] 8 (T -XI)(X) for all A € D. (c) Ifx e X and, { a n(x)) n=Q is the sequence of Taylor coefficients for x induced by (4) then
Proof. Put F(A)
= (/-A5) _1 
= 5(/-AS)" 1 = E£=o An5n+1 (A G -D). Then it is easy to see that
F(X)-F(fi) = (X-fi)F(X)F(n) for A, n e D. This shows that N(F(A)) = N(F(fi)) for A, p e D. Thus
N(S) = JV (f(0)) = N (F(A)) for each X £ D.
An easy computation gives
therefore X = iV(F(A)) © (T -X/)F(X)(X) = N{S) © (T -A/)(X) = [a 0 ] 6 (T -A/)(X).
Hence we have shown that (a) and (b) are valid. (c) Since, for A e D, (I -A5) _1 x = " A n 5 n x and a n {x) = f(S n x) (Proposition 4) we get oo oo /((/ -AS)-1 *) = £ A n f(S n x) = £ a n (x)X n .
n=0 n=0
(d) Let x £ X and A £ D. By (b) there exist (3 £ C and y £ X such that x = /3x 0 + (T -\I)y. It follows that
F{X)x = (3F{X)x 0 + F(X)(T -XI)y.
Recall that z 0 € N(S) = N(F(A)) and that F(X)(T -XI) = I. Hence F(X)x -y, thus (3x 0 = x-(T-XI)F(X)x = x-TF(X)x + XF(X)x.
Since f(T(X))
= {0} we get 
P = f(Px 0 ) = /(*) + Xf((I -
XS^Sx
71=0
Remark. In section 3 of this paper we shall see that a poor choice of S can lead to an arbitrary small value of r(5) -1 .
We close this section with a further perturbation result for shifts. 
and observe that (T-XI)F(X)(X) = (T-XI)(X). This shows (c). •
Orthogonal decompositions
We begin with We now show by induction that for n G N.
=0
Let (5) be valid for some n G N. Then 
(S)~1 < T(T).
This together with (6) suggests that the assertions of Theorem 3 perhaps remain valid for |A| < T(T). We leave this as an open question.
We shall see below that if T is a shift isometry and if the decomposition [so] © T(X) = X is "orthogonal", we indeed have that r^) -1 
= T(T).
Following R. C. James [6] , we say that two vectors x and y are orthogonal if for each a € C ||a;|| < ||x + «2/(1 and \\y\\ < \\y + ax||. This completes the proof of (a) and (b).
(c) If T is an isometry, T n is an isometry for each ra € N, thus 7(T n ) = 1 for all n, hence 7(T) = T(T). Use (a) and (7) to get the result. •
Local spectra of shift isometries
Let us review some classical concepts of local spectral theory which are due to N. Dunford [3] .
An Proof, (a) The spectrum of each non invertible isometry is the closed unit disk (see [2, p. 239] ).
(b) Since T(T) = 1, (6) shows that
{A G € : |A| < 1} C SI C cr(T).
Since fI is open, the result follows from (a). Thus (r* -XI*)F(X)* = I* on SI. This gives (T* -XI*)F(X)*x* = x* for all A € SI and all Z* <E X*.
Therefore we have Since 7t-(«*) C a(T*) = a{T) = {A G C : |A| < 1}, the result follows.
•
